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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
Firstly, I would like to congratulate you by trying to add more information on this issue. 

I consider that your study needs to be slightly improved in some of its parts. I proceed to 

perform some commentaries for each manuscript section: In the ABSTRACT: • Line 67: 

in the methodology is suggested that both laringo or bronchoscopy and 

oesophago-gastroscopy are employed. • Line 73: why the authors selected 2 weeks for 

euthanasia in the study group? In the INTRODUCTION: • Minor changes are suggested 

in attached MS-Word document modified with Control Panel. In the MATERIAL AND 

METHODS section, we can mention: • Line 157: please add information about magnetic 

forces of the employed devices in both groups. • The surgical procedures are not very 

well described. The daughter magnet was inserted into the trachea… How? Under 

visual control? Until what point at the trachea? How? Please explain deeply this part of 

the procedure to other researchers could reproduce the experiments... The same 

commentary is added to figure 2 foot note. • Line 192: why authors elected the time of 

two weeks to sacrifice animals in experimental group? Why not one or three? This must 

be explained. • Line 199: How did time at which the magnets left the neck was observed? 
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Periodical X-ray? Only animals coughing? Did the magnets appear in faeces? • Statistical 

analyses. Which statistical test was used to assess the normality of the study variables? • 

Other minor changes are suggested in attached MS-Word document modified with 

Control Panel. RESULTS SECTION: • Line 244: I suggest to add that TEF with T-shaped 

magnets are greater and with a shorter variability in their shape... • HISTOLOGY: very 

very poor information provided. Did any difference in inflammation pattern appeared? 

More information about histology could be presented... • Other minor changes are 

suggested in attached MS-Word document modified with Control Panel. DISCUSSION 

SECTION: • Line 258: What about the cost? Could authors include information about 

the costs of both types of magnetic devices? • Please add more information about the 

study limitations. • Other minor changes are suggested in attached MS-Word document 

modified with Control Panel. Newly I would like to congratulate authors for their work. 

Keep working in this way and trying to publish your research.  
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